
TOO MANY TAMALES WRITING ACTIVITIES

Written by Gary Soto and Illustrated by Ed Martinez Too Many Tamales printable extension activities for educators
provides project based lessons for.

Have students take turns counting the paper tamales and using them in story problems. Point out some of the
cultural elements in the story, such as tamales, a traditional Latin America food; the Christmas traditions; and
the Spanish terms. The kiddos use their magic pointer fingers to read every. Of course, the kids can read it
anytime they get into a bubble spot for read to self. As the family cooks up another batch of tamales, Maria
learns to laugh at herself and at what has happened. For the past two weeks we have been trying something
new in our kinder classes - using one anchor text per week to develop our fine motor, math, writing, and
reading activities around. Thursday was just a re-read and writing day. Next, we read the text, introducing the
mini lesson - character expression and setting this week. She panics, and gets her cousins to help her eat all the
tamales, trying to find the ring. When they find nothing, Maria realizes she has to confess to her mother â€”
who, it turns out, has been wearing the ring all along. Have the children list foods that are served at holidays in
their families. Featured Book. As a team, we are really loving our little week long theme units. And we do it
again and again independently, then with partners. Activities Ask the children to explain the title of the book.
Who thought there were too many tamales? Ask them to identify ways in which Maria's family Christmas is
like, and different from, their own celebrations. Have students share their own cultural backgrounds, the ways
they celebrate holidays and some of their favorite foods. We also introduce the multi-step writing , which we
work on each day during the week. The cultural discussion can be done with kindergartners to second-graders,
while the Cultural Day is best suited for second-graders, because it requires a bit of independent research. The
book offers both an inspiring message about honesty and insight into Latino culture and traditions. Explain
that in Mexican American and other Hispanic families, people often eat tamales on holidays like Christmas.
Encourage children from non-Hispanic cultures to rewrite the story using foods from their own families
instead of tamales. We had boat loads of fun working with our Too Many Tamales all week!! Have students
learn about the different ways holidays are celebrated around the world by having a Culture Day, when each
student will pick a country and do a presentation about it. The kids color the close read and put it in their
binders. Ask them to remember the title of the book as they read the story. Classroom activities for
kindergartners to second-graders focus on understanding the story's theme, improving creative writing skills,
learning vocabulary words and exploring different cultures. Connect the story to communications arts by
having children present the story as a class play. Why were there too many? In the story, a girl named Maria
helps her mother make tamales for the Christmas meal. It's a nice way to wrap everything up into a neat little
package. Cultural Discussion The story's cultural references make it an ideal platform for cultural discussion.
To illustrate the idea of probability, place a picture of a ring inside one of the twists of paper. Maria's mother
takes the bowl from her before the tamales get made, and Maria's mother and father, not Maria, are the people
who put the tamales together. This becomes a daily practice until Friday. To help students understand the
importance of honesty and exercise their writing skills, have them write a letter to Maria telling her what she
should have done differently.


